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Seeds sown for garden, neighborhood in south
Reading
Activists hope small lot in south Reading sparks a renaissance
By Erinn Connor
Reading Eagle
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Candice Mayton knows what she wants her south Reading
neighborhood to look like.
She has a clear vision in her head: A florist down the
street. Restaurants with sidewalk tables. People walking
up and down the street, popping in and out of businesses.
But when the South Fifth Street resident steps out of her
front door, that's not what she sees.
She sees empty streets, abandoned buildings and few
thriving businesses. But once she arrived at a vacant lot
in the 600 block of Canal Street on Sunday, her hopes
were buoyed.
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The 1.8-acre lot started its transformation into a garden
and food production space by the local nonprofit group
Permacultivate in partnership with the city and the
Reading Redevelopment Authority.
More than 100 volunteers came to the lot to break
ground, plant trees and spread dirt for what
Permacultivate and the neighborhood hope is a
successful revitalization project.
For Mayton, president of the South of Penn
Neighborhood Association, it's proof people care about
the neighborhood. She moved from Maidencreek
Township to the city six years ago, and has not regretted
the decision.
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Reading Eagle: Lauren A. Little
Chris M. Rodriguez of Reading, left, and
Craig L. Smith, an Albright College student,
dig holes for new plants in a new urban
garden Sunday in the 600 block of Canal
Street.

"In the past, there's been lots of talk, but no action," said Mayton, 52. "We'd heard about this last year, but I
never thought I'd be standing here seeing something actually happening."
Eron Lloyd, Permacultivate's managing director, hopes the site will provide not only locally grown food but also
education on environmentally friendly practices.
"With Reading just being named the poorest city in the country, we think urban agriculture can be a valuable
niche," he said. "We're working closely with the neighborhood to find out what they want from the project."
The Canal Street site is the second location of the group's Reading Roots Urban Farm. The first was in City
Park. What is produced at the city greenhouse is sold at the Penn Street Market.
The Canal Street site, a former housing block cleared after flooding from Tropical Storm Agnes in 1972, will
eventually host multiple gardens, a compost site and a community events center.
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Volunteers worked under a bright October sun to plant tiny 6-inch saplings along the property, spread soil for
gardens and build compost bins.
On Saturday, Mayor Tom McMahon, Councilman Francis G. Acosta and state Sen. Judy Schwank dedicated
the site.
Heather Hanna, a South Fifth Street resident, said she hopes this project will light a spark for her ailing
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neighborhood.
"The most we've been able to do in the past is put planters outside our houses," said Hanna, who helped
fertilize trees. "To have someone coming in and doing something is incredible."
Permacultivate wants to start growing food on the land in the spring and sell to the neighborhood and local
restaurants. Lloyd said the organization is pursuing a U.S. Department of Agriculture grant to build hoop
greenhouses on the site, which would allow food growth year-round.
Mayton hopes this is the first of many steps toward her vision for the neighborhood.
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"There's all this negativity about poverty in the city, but clearly there are positive things happening," Mayton
said, looking out at the garden. "This definitely brings some vitality here."
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Cory Rhodes · Owner at Reading Rivertribe
Godbless the Good People of Reading, putting in the sweat equity it takes to create
Vision! “We will see it when we believe it.” - Saul Alinsky
Reply · Like · October 18, 2011 at 5:19am
Jean Newman Hopper · Central Piedmont Community College
I absolutely love it! With all the vacant lots in Reading, why NOT use them for
gardens?
Reply · Like · October 17, 2011 at 10:24am
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